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INTRODUCTION.
This is a tale of cities surfing the waves of globalisation. Their recent changes were triggered
by economic growth and spatially expressed through internationally financed developer-led
projects, within an internationally financed transport infrastructure development framework.
The cities of Istanbul, Budapest and Warsaw have been systematically compared by Tina
Tasan-Kok and discussed at the occasion of the Istanbul planners’ congress of 2007 (Enlil)
ISTANBUL.
In Istanbul, the institutions are favouring large investors through easy access to the banking
system and deregulated capital markets. The main restructuring investments have been the
first bridge on the Bosporus, followed by a second one, which have opened to development
large tracts of hitherto inaccessible rural lands, while the traditional development was coastal.
The transportation network was mainly a dense grid of ferry lines. This change has meant a
“leap-frogging” form of urbanisation, with new clusters superimposed on the urban sprawl
development in continuity with the existing fabric. The location of projects is de facto
unplanned and uncoordinated. From their competition some winning clusters of development
have emerged, like the Levent-Maslak axis, generating huge windfall land value increases.
Today however, a wave of public transport investments is favouring a return to more central
urban locations, like the Karakoy-Kabatas area, optimally served by serendipitously
complementary rail and ferry services.
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ILLUSTRATION 1
Spatial distribution of large-scale commercial complexes in Istanbul (Tasan-Kok, p.30)

BUDAPEST.
In Budapest, the large amount of vacant industrial land available, such as the West-End Rail
yards, has triggered a number of recycling initiatives, all along the Danube. Foreign investors
are attracted by the favourable investment climate, the permissive attitude of the local
authorities towards whatever iconic projects come along (Duna Plaza) and the general
economic progress of the country.
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ILLUSTRATION 2
Spatial distribution of large-scale commercial complexes in Budapest (Tasan-Kok, p.31)

WARSAW.
In Warsaw, the string of projects is structured along a North-South axis (Jana Pawla II), with
an East-West branch. Rapid evolution of the commercial investment trends has determined at
least three generations of shopping centres since the nineties. Present trend is towards swaps
between prematurely depreciated shopping centres and new projects taking them over, with
additional land, in view of assembling land for larger projects. Perhaps as a reaction to this
extreme form of laissez-faire, Warsaw presently offers a rare example of recentralising
planning powers in the hands of the central city.
Each of the three cities illustrates the dominating influence of international financial investors,
relayed by local investors well-connected to local authorities. They are skilful at taking
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advantage of any upcoming real estate opportunities, without commitment to the city as a
whole, and taking an unusual amount of risks, as capital flows are overabundant and flexible,
allowing easy moves from one location to another, according to yields perspectives. In
addition, public subsidies are helping develop infrastructure. Indeed subsidies by both
Governments and the EU to highways are estimated at 140 billion € per year, in addition to
national and local subsidies (EEA 2007), strongly favouring Urban Sprawl (EEA 2006). This
is reminiscent of the 19th Century spatial dispersal of industrial projects, according to raw
material resources. That infrastructure development however took place at market price,
mostly with endogenous capital, while in the 20th Century the infrastructure largely came
from the public purse.
ILLUSTRATION 3
Spatial distribution of large-scale commercial complexes in Warsaw (Tasan-Kok, p.32)
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CONCLUSION.
There is little hope for an integrated land-use and infrastructure planning in the near future,
but higher energy cost should provide an incentive towards lower carbon urban developments.
In the short term at least informed national planning, lending and development observatories,
possibly located at the Finance Ministry and financed by the EU, could bring some
transparency and help developers better assessing their market risks and reducing the blight
resulting from aborted projects. This was however not imposed as a condition to accession of
the new member states of the European Union. Indeed land development and construction
firms are often owned by members of the local government, or by the political parties.
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ILLUSTRATION 4
Dominant actors and their activities in Hungary, Poland and Turkey (Tasan-Kok, p.234)
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ILLUSTRATION 5
New spatial patterns related to economic globalisation (Tasan-Kok, p.301)
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ILLUSTRATION 6
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